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Milan: Come and meet the new 2019 designs 

Andreu World brings to Milan its new 2019 collections with versatile designs that combine innovation, ergonomics and 
technical expertise for indoor and outdoor. 

From new iconic height adjustable stools to versatile seats that play with the textures, materials and colors or modular sofas that grow and 
have new curved shapes capable of furnishing any space. This year, our collections are reinvented and reinterpreted, making them even 
more contemporary and adaptable, from the interior to the exterior, with new proposals for outdoor collections developed to withstand the 
most demanding climatic conditions, it is even more contemporary and flexible.

Every year in Milan, Andreu World generates a new story, using natural wood as a common language and nexus. For 2019, Andreu World’s 
stand at the Milan tradeshow (pav. 7 stand F27-F29) becomes an “architectural” house made of wood covered by a garden, with a façade 
of circular wooden elements that reveal its interior and landscaped spaces as patios where the new indoor and outdoor collections will be 
presented.

The new 2019 collections offer versatile, aesthetically contemporary and high-quality products. On this occasion we present a series of 
innovative and sustainable designs that respond to our way of producing beautiful and contemporary furniture. The starting point is the 
Nuez chair -created by Patricia Urquiola -, developed from the emblematic shape of its chair, and a series of auxiliary tables, which 
complete the family and are extremely versatile thanks to its diversity of sizes and finishes.

The Hula stool - designed by Benjamin Hubert - has all the characteristics of an icon: it poses a visual game of symmetries between the 
seat, the base and the orbital position of the footrest. We also introduce new collections of tables such as Status, a meeting and conference
table program that starts from a stylized base and offers great versatility of dimensions, materials and optional multimedia connectivity. For 
its part, Reverse Wood - created by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga - is the best expression of the Andreu World philosophy, a sophisticated 
work of joinery of solid ash slats in its meeting table and occasional versions. 

The Outdoor collections also offer new products. Ronda is reinterpreted with ten new colors for its polypropylene shell in a version 
developed specifically for outdoor use. Aire is available in two new colors for the frame and Batyline fabrics for its seats and chaise lounges. 
Teak wood intervenes significantly in the new versions of Sand, Wind (Lievore Altherr Molina) with new tabletops that allow these 
collections to be integrated into all types of outdoor projects.

Finally, to note the evolution of the Dado sofa series by Alfredo Häberli, thanks to new components - curves, corners, ottomans -, it 
becomes a complete seating system capable of adapting and organizing the interior of collective or private spaces. In short, a selection of 
designs that seek greater versatility and new aesthetic, functional and innovative possibilities in the use of new materials and uses adapted 
to new work environments, corporate and public, but at the same time suitable for residential and hospitality spaces.

PRESS PREVIEW
On the occasion of Milan Design Week, we personally invite you to the press preview of the new 2019 collections created by our most 
emblematic designers.

We look forward to seeing you in Pab. 7 stand F27 F29.

Tuesday, April 9 | 12:00 pm - Appointment with Benjamin Hubert | Presentation of “Hula”.
Wednesday, April 10 | 12:00 pm - Appointment with Alfredo Häberli | Introducing new “Dado” options.
Wednesday, April 10 | 2:00 pm - Appointment with Patricia Urquiola | Introducing new “Nuez” designs.
Thursday, April 11 | 12:00 pm - Appointment with Piergiorgio Cazzaniga | Introducing new “Reverse Wood table” options.


